POWER

Bowen Engineering Corporation
We are committed to providing a zero injury work environment for our employees. We understand that delivering a safe project requires continuous effort and vigilance. Detailed construction planning, beginning of shift and end of shift meetings, daily crew huddles, innovative safety inspection reporting tools and dedicated, qualified personnel help to ensure that all of our employees return home safely to their families.

**Safety Planning Tools**
- Jobsite Safety Analysis (JSA's)
- Foremen Beginning of Shift Meetings
- Superintendent End of Shift Meetings
- Detailed Operation Planning
- DBO² Safety Inspection Auditing/Reporting

**New Hire Orientation**
- Craft-Specific Safety
- Project-Specific Safety
- General Safety
- Drug & Alcohol Testing
  - Pre-Hire
  - Probable Cause
  - Post-Incident

**Training**
- Classroom Training Programs
- 10-Hour Supervisory Training
- Comprehensive On-The-Job Training
- One-to-One Coaching and Mentoring

---

*A Bowen foreman leads his team during the mandatory morning safety huddle. When it comes to safety, small details make a difference.*
**Rich Experience…**
**Continuous Improvement**

Having enjoyed the opportunity to work with a diverse group of clients and designers in the power generation industry, Bowen has the knowledge and expertise to help our clients capitalize on the challenges and opportunities of power construction. Our experience allows us to deliver your project safely, on time and as efficiently as possible.

We realize that to be successful, we must always strive to improve even the most successful methods of construction and project management. That is why our teams utilize Production Management, a comprehensive planning tool that allows us to drive down costs and eliminate waste.

Nothing improves without change, and our employees are rewarded for finding new ways to improve the construction process.

**Investment in Teamwork**
**Yields Radical Returns!**

Is it possible for a Contractor and an Owner to work collaboratively and finish a project singing the praises of one another? Absolutely.

Just one example is the Duke Energy Gibson FGD project. This partnership allowed Duke Energy and Bowen project leaders to demonstrate that open-book, collaborative project management techniques can not only improve safety, quality and production - they can also deliver radical cost savings when a team trusts, plans and executes.

“Bowen is one of the best alliance contractors I have ever worked with. If everyone took Bowen’s approach, every utility would save money.” - Bob Ellis, Duke Energy
**Our History**

Founded in 1967, Bowen Engineering Corporation is an experienced general contractor with operation centers located in Knoxville TN, Columbus OH, Indianapolis IN, Evansville IN and Crown Point IN.

We spent our early years as an innovative builder of water and wastewater treatment plants. As we later established ourselves in the arena of power construction, our clients praised not only our competence, but also our ethical and professional attention to fulfilling their needs.

**Self-Performance Capabilities**

Our projects move ahead smoothly because we have total control over the construction process. Field construction efforts are supported by a large, up-to-date equipment fleet. Our competitive rental rates provide added cost-saving value to our clients.

**Leadership Staff**

Registered engineers (P.E.), graduate engineers, construction technology graduates and experienced field superintendents provide leadership on every project. They focus on setting the standard for construction excellence every day.

**Collaboration**

Long before the word “Partnering” became cliché, Bowen’s construction teams were finding ways to increase the level of trust and cooperation between project team members.

Conducting our business in the spirit of problem-solving and teamwork is the cornerstone of Bowen’s culture, and Partnering is an integral component on every project.

**The Power of Performance**

Bowen has become the contractor of choice for our clients in the power industry. Our emphasis on safety, planning, safe production management and cooperation is heralded by our customers as a major advantage on their construction projects. Our performance delivers tangible dividends and makes construction fun again.